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From the Principal's desk  Dale Mackesey, Principal
Annual Report provides parents and members of the wider community with information
The
about Mount Hawthorn Primary School’s activities and student academic performance in 2011.
Our school has continued to grow throughout 2011. We have achieved pleasing results which
enhance our reputation for delivering a range of quality programs catering for the needs of all
our students.
The students have amazed us with their talent and enthusiasm towards learning, with many of
our Year 7 students being offered places in Gifted and Talented programs for 2012. Our
specialist programs have showcased some excellent outcomes across the school, as well as
achieving high academic results. Students participated in many sporting events at school and
interschool level and participated in the School of Instrumental Music program, with our Choir,
Band and Orchestra successfully performing at a number of events
throughout the year.
We would not have been able to
achieve so much without the
continued support of parents and
the additional time and effort our
staff give to students. The P&C has
worked hard, supporting the
school in raising funds for air
conditioning and interactive
whiteboards.
The School Council was pivotal in
Mount Hawthorn becoming an
Independent Public School in 2012 and
has been proactive in the planning
processes for next year.
I am looking forward to another exciting
year in 2012 at Mount Hawthorn Primary.
OOO

Magic Bubbles

Kindy Red and Kindy Blue

Kitchen chemistry has been bubbling over in Kindy Blue and Kindy Red as part of our Primary Science
Program! To celebrate 2011 as the International Year of Chemistry, we have been using simple everyday
items to complete a range of chemistry projects with Mrs Stewart and Mrs Fawcett. For each project, we
used our science investigation chart to reflect on three key questions: What do we want to investigate? How
do we complete the experiment? What did we find out? We continually referred back to these questions.
We did many experiments, including making magical coloured milk, where we found when you add
detergent to milk, many things happen at once. Amelie from Kindy Blue saw the experiment and told the
group “We made milk change colours. We put different colours on the plate. It made a
mushroom and an umbrella shape!” We discovered that the detergent lowers the surface
tension of the liquid so that the food colouring is free to flow throughout the milk. Our
Kindy Blue friend Rafe understood that “The colours mixed together when we blew it. It
made a hole in the liquid so that we could see the plate.”
One of our favourite Kindy experiments was making magical bubbles! In a container, we
mixed 1/2 cup dishwashing liquid into 4.5 litres of water, 4 tablespoons glycerol and food
colouring. We liked reading bubble books, including “Never Snap At A Bubble” by Yvonne
Winer and Carol Aitken McLean-Carr. Matthew from Kindy Red was overheard discussing
his findings with others “We made some bubbles! We used water, colouring and glycerol
and a bubble stick.” We discovered that soap bubbles consist of a thin layer of water
trapped between two layers of soap molecules. Alexandria from Kindy Red spoke up and
said “We went to the garden and I liked it when we played with the bubbles!” During our
small group afternoon activities, in Zippity Zap, we reflected on our chemistry experiments
in our writing diary. As a class we have decided that the best bubbles are the ones that we
play with at home in the bubble bath! O O O
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From Healthy Food to Healthy Food!

Kindy Green and Kindy Yellow

We have been learning about healthy eating and recycling this term. We made healthy carrot
and apple juice with a juicing machine. It was yummy and very healthy, but we didn't want to
waste the fruit pulp! So we put the left-over pulp in the kindy worm farm. We then used the
worm castings to feed our snow pea plant.
We learnt about how to care for plants and that they need sun, food, soil and water to grow.
Soon we'll be able to pick snow peas from our very own snow pea plant.
We think it's pretty clever how our
project started with healthy food and
ended with healthy food! We have learnt that
recycling stops waste, keeps our world clean, is
great fun..and helps grow great snow peas!
OOO

Above: Robbie and Priya put the fruit pulp
into the worm farm
Left: Ruby makes apple and carrot juice
with one of the Dads.
Right: Finn and Jamie plant snow peas
using worm castings.

Three of our Favourite Things

Kindy/PP - Room 26

In Room 26 we voted on our favourite learning centres. Our Learning centres or constant
positives are frequently evolving throughout the year. Our 3 favourites are...
Playdough: When I play with playdough I develop… oral language, fine motor skills,
creativity and imagination, concepts of size, shape, number
and equivalence, social development, sharing, taking turns
with equipment.
Blocks: When I play with blocks I develop…creativity and
imagination, problem solving skills, matching, comparing
and classifying skills, concepts and language of size, shape,
number and equivalence, hand-eye coordination, social
development - working together, sharing, showing respect
for other peoples work.
Our Outdoor Learning Area: When I play outside I
develop… oral language , creativity and imagination, social
skills of sharing, taking turns and cooperation, motor skills
and control of body and space, hand-eye and hand-foot
coordination, large and small muscles in my body, fundamental
movement skills of running, hopping, skipping, jumping and landing, balancing, climbing,
throwing and catching, an appreciation of fitness as a fun and important life skill. O O O

Pre-Primary
Father's
Day

Tour de France!

PP - Room 25

The Pre Primary children in Room 25 began
following the famous Tour de France bike race
towards the end of term two. The children
created their own maps of the bike route. This
gave us the opportunity to explore maths
concepts such as wide, narrow, straight, curved,
flat, hilly, long and short.
The children were divided into teams and went
outside and created their own route through
the Mount Hawthorn version of the Pyrenees
Mountains. Each team was assigned a bike and
a number which they wore on their back and
transferred as they changed riders. The children
supported their team members with shouts of
‘allez' 'allez’ and were encouraged to go slowly
around the escargot corner.
It may have been a happy coincidence but
Cadel Evens was the first Australian to win the
Tour de France this year.
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Congratulations and well done to Cadel and
Room 25. O O O

Western Australian Literacy And Numeracy Testing 2011 (Naplan)
In 2011 the NAPLAN testing took place for all Year 3, 5, 7 & 9 students throughout Australia. The tables below indicate the 2011 NAPLAN testing results
in Reading, Punctuation & Grammar, Spelling, Writing and Numeracy.
Performance growth comparisons of students from Year 3 to 5, from Year 5 to 7 is based on student matching rather than cohort matching and like-school
comparisons are based on the SEI (Socio Economic Index). The SEI is an index of socio-economic disadvantage and has five dimensions - education,
occupation, Aboriginality, family income and single parent family.
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Proficiency Bands
Test results are reported on a scale from Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing levels of skills and understandings.
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In Year 3, Band 2 represents the national minimum standard for this year level.
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In Year 5, Band 4 represents the national minimum standard for this year level.

Punctuation

9-10

24%

31%

11%

10%

18%

8%

20%

18%

7%

17%

19%

8%

5%

14%

6%

8

27%

30%

15%

46%

31%

17%

37%

26%

15%

15%

29%

17%

20%

30%

15%

7

32%

22%

25%

27%

27%

23%

29%

27%

23%

41%

26%

26%

44%

26%

20%

6

15%

12%

26%

15%

18%

28%

12%

21%

24%

22%

19%

23%

22%

21%

31%

5

2%

5%

17%

2%

5%

18%

2%

6%

19%

2%

6%

15%

7%

8%

16%

1-4

0%

0%

5%

0%

1%

5%

0%

1%

9%

2%

1%

9%

2%

2%

11%

In Year 7, Band 5 represents the national minimum standard for this year level.
GRADE DISTRIBUTION
Schools within WA have been able to compare report grades with like schools, district and state wide report grades. We collected, analysed and used
quality student performance information to enable teachers to moderate student achievements with all primary students in Semester One. In all
learning areas and all year levels MHPS compared favourably to other schools. This information could also be compared with NAPLAN results of
similar schools. Further information regarding the graphs will be available in 2012 using Semester 2 2011 report information.
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Western Australian Science & S & E Testing 2011 (WAMSE)
In 2011 testing took place in the Science and Society & Environment learning areas for all Year 7 and Year 5 students in all Western Australian schools.
Comparative data against like, district and state schools is yet to be published. Further information regarding this data will be available in 2012.

National Reporting Requirements
staff ATTENDANCE RATE AND STAFF RETENTION RATE
In 2011 staff members remained the same across year levels K – 7 and
some rotated classes. Current staffing allocations for the MHPS are detailed
in the table below.
NO.

PARENT, STUDENT and TEACHER SATISFACTION
Results of teacher and student surveys conducted in Semester 1 reflect
the positive outcomes of our teaching and learning programs, which are
designed for student needs and interests. All parties reported favourably
to all questions.

FTE

ADMINISTRATION STAFF
Principals

1

1.0

Deputy Principals

2

1.4

Total Administration

3

2.4

Level 3 teachers

3

2.7

Teachers

40

29.3

Total teaching staff

43

32.0

Clerical/administrative

6

2.8

Gardening maintenance

2

0.9

Other non-teaching staff

16

9.1

Total school support staff

24

12.6

70

47.2

STUDENT ATTENDANCE RATES
The attendance rates for this year are not available until the conclusion
of the school year. Further information regarding this data will be
available on the school website Term 1 2012.

teaching STAFF
DESTINATION HIGH SCHOOLS
Mount Hawthorn Primary School had 43 students in Year 7 in 2011.
96% of students will attend a Government High School in 2012;
14 students to Churchlands, 23 to Mt. Lawley, 2 to Shenton College,
1 to Kent Street Senior High School and 1 to Perth Modern School.

SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF

Total

STAFF QUALIFICATIONS
All the teaching staff meet the requirements to teach in Western Australian
schools and are registered with the Western Australian College of teaching.
STAFF PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
All teaching staff have engaged in professional learning linked to the system
priorities and school priorities included: School Planning, Australian
Curriculum, Reporting to Parents, Curriculum Management, Drug
Awareness, Medical Anaphylaxis and Epilepsy, CMS, Instructional
Intelligences, Mathletics, Electronic Whiteboards, OTLS, Bluearth and the
Early Years Framework.

Financial Information

SSPRA Funding 2011

amount

Behaviour Management and Discipline

$0.00

This is information about the funding Mount Hawthorn PS received at the
commencement of 2011. A more comprehensive financial report will be
available on the school website in 2012.

Priority Country Area Program

$0.00

SPPRA stands for School Special Purpose Resource Allocation.

Literacy and Numeracy - Primary

funding
School Development Grant
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amount
$23,062.15

Learning Support

$12,446.00
$5,689.00

Literacy and Numeracy - Secondary

$0.00

Aboriginal Literacy Strategy

$0.00

WACE Course Scholarship

$0.00

School Grant

$155,810.20

Additional Local Needs Allocation

Total

$178,872.35

Total

$9,167.00
$27,302.00

Wagarl Wonder

PP - Room 28

In recent weeks, the children in Room 28 spent time learning about some
aspects of Aboriginal culture, dot art paintings, dreamtime stories and the
importance of elders in tribes. From that vignette into Aboriginal culture, the
children asked if they could make their own dot art. Firstly, for a Father’s
Day present, they drew aspects of Aboriginal art they had been exposed to
and applied dot art to their drawings on canvas. Then, armed with the
newly acquired dot art skills, the children embarked on a whole class
project to dot art the Noongar Wagarl, or “Rainbow Serpent.” Each child
in the class chose their favourite colours and painted one portion of the
snake which depicts the shape of the Swan River. O O O

Visit to AQWA
PP - Room 27

During Term 2 the Pre Primary children in Room 27 went on an exciting
underwater adventure to AQWA. We had the opportunity to have a look
at some of the sea creatures we had been learning about during the term.
There were so many interesting things to see. The glass aquariums were full
of all kinds of fish, plants and corals. The touch pool let us feel the velvety
softness of a star fish and be surprised by the leathery nature of the shark
and stingray’s skins. We saw a tank with translucent, glowing jellyfish.
A conveyer belt took us through a large glass tunnel surrounded by water.
We saw huge stingrays glide over our heads and turtles swim effortlessly
by. When the sharks circled close we could almost count every one of their
sharp pointy teeth!
We learnt all kinds of interesting facts while we were there and had a
wonderful time. O O O

Forests and Fairytales

Year 1 Room 1

Room 1 has had lots of fun looking at different fairytales this term, such
as Jack and the Beanstalk, Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood and The
Little Red Hen. The highlight of this topic was the story of Little Red
Rocking Hood.
Room 1 loved the story so much that we decided it was a good song to
learn. We made up lots of different actions. This became our assembly
item song. We have had a great time singing along and role playing
different parts of this lively rock and roll musical. We have had lots of
laughs and fun. We even painted our characters from the story. Mrs
Hicks and Mrs Robinson helped us with some of the props we needed
for Little Red Rocking Hood too. Mrs Watkins and Mrs Nicholls really
enjoyed our song and were so proud of us, because it was a team effort!
As part of our Forest theme, we went on an excursion to Perth Hills
Forest on Thursday September 15th with Room 2. We went on a
treasure hunt and we had clues to let us find the different types of trees.
We did lots of fun activities. At school we have made some vines you
would find in a rainforest and we will be looking at the different animals
you find in each of the rainforest layers O O O

Hills Forest Adventure


Year 1 Room 2

On Thursday Room 2 and Room 1 went to the Hills Forest.
Jeremy’s Dad, Abbey’s Mum and Sean’s Mum came too. First we
went on a treasure hunt and I saw a red gum tree. Then we did
the blindfold trail. Next we went to the animal room and we saw
some joeys. The best part was the blindfold trail. 
By Sinead
On Thursday we went to the Hills forest. My Dad, Abbey’s Mum
and Sean’s Mum came too. First we went for a treasure hunt in
the forest. Then we did the sensational trail. Next we went into
the animal room and I saw an echidna. The best part was when
we found the scorpion and when we saw the joeys.  By Jeremy
OOO
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Dr Seuss Rules!

Year 1 Room 3

Every year, students in Room 3, Year 1 have a sensationally, silly time
savouring all the scintillating Dr Seuss stories and poems. We love the
rhyme, rhythm, nonsense and sheer fun of his words, drawings and
characters. We finish the theme with a Dr Seuss party where we all dress
up as The Cat in the Hat, play Seussy-kind of games, share a birthday cake
and eat some wacky party food. This year we shared the day with our
buddies in Room 5. It was SENSATIONAL! O O O

Edu-Dance
By Jessica, Darcey and Amy,
Year 7
Edu-dance is a great program
that our school has every year
in term 4.
All years from pre-primary to
year 7 will learn a different dance and will perform it
at the end of the term. Each week you will learn more steps to your
dance and gain lots of new skills. It is lots of fun and a great way to get
active. We have fabulous teachers and we can’t wait to get dancing!
OOO

Walk to Lake Monger
Years 1 & 2 Room 11

The students in Room 11 were very disappointed when their walk to Lake
Monger was cancelled last term due to a deluge of rain. So they were really
looking forward to meeting up with Mr McCrum on the 5th September.
Fortunately the weather was much better for a lovely outing to the lake.
Here are some of their recollections of the experience.
Hannah and Ophelia
learnt that ducks have
oil on them so they
won’t get wet; Lochie
and Anina thought Mr
McCrum was very
smart and talented.
Lochie also liked seeing
the ibis; Freddy enjoyed
listening
to
Mr
McCrum; Gemma was
first to spot the baby
ducklings; Katie loved
watching the tiny water
creatures swim around
in the tray; Josie and Charlie learnt that some mother birds carry their
baby’s poo far away from their nests so their enemies don’t know where
they live; Jake was excited to see a swallow building a nest; Owen
discovered that there are not many fish in the lake and that the fish that are
there, are deep down in the mud; Julia and Lily were interested to learn
that willy wag tails use spider webs to build their nests. They thought Mr
McCrum was very interesting; Julia learnt that without plants there would
not be any animals. Astrid loved the excursion because of all the birds she
saw. She now knows which birds eat meat and which are herbivores just
by inspecting the colour of their droppings; Gemma and Jack and Hamish
found out that one daisy flower can be made of hundreds of little flowers.
Jack especially liked walking over the bridge; Aiden saw five ducklings! He
learnt that a long time ago you could swim and ride in a boat on the lake;
Anna liked learning about the ducks and other birds; Xavier found out that
coots lay their eggs in a nest floating on the water. That way, their nests are
able to float up and down with the movement of the water; Annabelle
thought Mr McCrum was amazing and was pleased it didn’t rain.
The children all enjoyed the long walk to Lake Monger but some thought
the walk back was much harder. O O O

Faction Carnival

By Joe and Raymond, Year 7

The School Athletics and Interschool Carnival were very successful. In
the School Athletics Carnival everyone was wearing the colours of their
faction. Everyone showed very good sportsmanship and were very well
behaved. They ran really fast hoping to be the fastest. Well done to
everyone who competed in a very successful Athletics Carnival. The
winner of the carnival was Shakespeare Faction.
Photo courtesy of Kapture Photography

Inter-School Swimming Carnival
By Tim, Year 7
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On the 12th of April 2011 a number of magnificent athletes from Mt
Hawthorn, who had been training hard at Beatty Park, took the bus to
Challenge Stadium where they took up the challenge of competing in the
Inter-School Swimming Carnival against a number of other schools. They
met the challenge with much skill and effort. The carnival tally started off
on a good foot with Mount Hawthorn in 3rd place but they were slowly
making their way up the points board. With only the relays to go and Mt
Hawthorn only just behind Kapinara, the captains, Tim Putt and Molly
Andrews-Taylor, along with Mrs Townsend and Mrs Putt had to really rev
up their team to secure our position in first place. With favourable
victories but not knowing the scores, the whole crowd and schools were
silent. When the scores were announced it was Rosalie in 3rd place on
114 points, in 2nd place was Kapinara on 122 points and in first place was
Mt Hawthorn Primary on 125. Mrs Townsend and Mrs Putt were beside
themselves! When they all got back to school the rest of the school
greeted them with cheering and yelling as the cup was hoisted
overhead. Well done Mt Hawthorn, you are champions! O O O

The Interschool Athletics team was a very skilled group of our athletes.
We competed against Wembley, Floreat, Karrinyup, West Balcatta and
Subiaco. Our team came 3rd overall, 2 places better than last time. The
carnival gave the team the opportunity to interact with other schools. All
in all the carnival was a great show of skill. O O O

shakespeare

axfords
menzie
braithwaite

Book Week and Yanchep
Year 2 Room 4
National Park

Dressing up as our favourite story book characters was a highlight of Book
Week, and we even managed a fitness session in our costumes! We also
enjoyed watching ‘The Red Tree’ performed by Barking Gecko.
At Yanchep National Park we visited Crystal Cave and learned about the
tiny prawn like amphipods that live there. We saw stalactites and
stalagmites, and were amazed at the ‘elephant ears’ and many other
shapes created by the water dripping through the
limestone. Back in the park we were mystified by the
‘tap tree’ that had sprouted in front of the lake. Next we
sat on kangaroo skins and learned about the stories and
culture of the Nyoongar people. We finished our day
with a stroll along the koala boardwalk, and were
delighted to see at least one of the koalas was awake!

Yanchep Excursion

Year 2 Room 6

OOO

Room 6 visited Yanchep National Park in
August. We travelled by bus with the other
Year 2 children at this school.
First of all we spent time looking at the koalas.
Then we went for a long walk and had a picnic lunch.
After lunch we explored the Crystal Cave and we
joined Derek in the Aboriginal Experience. We had a
fabulous day. O O O

Learning about Thailand Year 3 Room 5
It has been a very busy year for
the children of Room 5. We
leapt straight into it with the first
assembly item of the year in
week 3. It was based around
our theme of Thailand and
also about the virtue of
co-operation. The children
acted out a play based on a
traditional story from Thailand.
It was based around a fishing
village and a couple of fishermen, Ta-in and Ta-na, who became too
greedy and eventually were taught a lesson about co-operation by the
village elder. We then acted out a western play about a king and his
greedy siblings who had to learn to co-operate to get what they needed.
We topped it off with a very cool song and dance, the ‘Co-operation Rap’.
Learning about Thailand was great. We found out that most of the
people in Thailand are Buddhist, so we decided to visit a Buddhist
temple and investigate Buddhism a bit more. It was unusual to have to
take our shoes off for an excursion, but Mr Sykes asked us all to take
them off before entering the temple as a sign of respect. We were
amazed by the huge golden Buddha statues in the temple and Mr Sykes
answered hundreds of our questions. We also went to another part of
the temple and Mr Sykes guided us through a meditation. Most of us
found it very relaxing.
We also read Roald Dahl’s ‘The Witches’ as our class novel. We loved the
way he described the characters and almost made us believe that it could
be real. It was great guessing what might happen next and how they
would find their way out of desperate situations. We are still keeping an
eye out for suspicious ladies wearing gloves…..just in case! O O O

Cross
Country

Easter Hat
Parade 
Year 2 Room 7
The students in Room 7
made hats for Easter this
year. It was a Technology
and Enterprise project for
the students to design and
make a hat that they could
wear in an Easter Parade.
First of all we looked at
various hat styles and why
we wear different hats. We
especially looked at our school hats and their shape and design. Then
the children drew their designs and collected the materials they
needed to complete their hat making projects. They used items such
as felt pens, ribbons, buttons, lace, tinsel, Easter eggs, cotton wool for
the decoration and coloured cardex, tape and glue for construction.
On the day we made our Easter hats we invited parents to come in as
helpers. We had lots of mums, dads and grandparents who had lots of
fun helping us make our hats. At the end we had an Easter Hat Parade
for the other classes in the junior school and had our photos taken
wearing our hats. We had a fantastic time designing, making and
wearing our hats. O O O

Winter Sports Carnival

By Sven and Jacob, Year 7
The Winter Sports Carnival 2011 was one of our school’s highlights this
year. The carnival consisted of four sports: footy, soccer, modcrosse
and netball. Our school
tried very hard through
training from our teachers
and it showed in our
results. Our footy team
was placed first as well as
our Netball A and B teams.
Overall
our
school
performed very well
achieving great results in
all sports this year. O O O
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'Spacey' September

Year 3 Room 8

Our September was very busy!

It started with our class assembly on Friday 2nd of September. Our class theme this term
was Space. We used this idea in our assembly. We performed a play called ‘Battle of
the Galaxies’ which was about our Milky Way galaxy fighting to keep another galaxy
from invading. We had a lot of fun rehearsing the play and Mrs Williams laughed a lot.
She thought we were great actors! Ben was our superhero ‘Flash’ and he and his
‘warriors’ did a great job protecting our galaxy. All our narrators, presenters, scientists,
planets and stars had an awesome time dancing to the cool music from the 80’s. It was
funny watching the planets bop along to the music! We had a super fun time!
On Monday, September 26th, all the Year 3's went on an excursion to the Planetarium
at Scitech. We were surrounded by lots of stars and constellations such as The Southern
Cross. We learnt about how the universe started and also about pointer stars. We also
learnt that Pluto is not the only dwarf planet. There are others such as Ceres, Eris,
Makemake and Haumea. We got sore necks sitting back in seats and having to look
back at the Sun!
We also spent time in Scitech looking at all the different exhibits and watching the ‘High
Voltage’ show in the theatre. We watched as the presenter put a metal stick close to the
Van de Graff generator (which produces static electricity), that made large sparks. When
a girl touched the generator, her hair stood on end. It was very funny. It was an amazing
show! It was a wonderful excursion and we had fun learning! O O O

We've Got the Music

Mt Hawthorn PS has a rich and varied music program
and this year has been no exception. Many excited
students began their instrumental lessons at the start of
the year through the School of Instrumental Music (SIM).
All students have been attending classes in the newly
renovated music room where they have been singing,
playing and creating magical music. The acoustics in the
music room are brilliant!
In term two we had the privilege of attending an African
Drumming group in the assembly area. Salaka was an
outstanding performance where every student
participated in drumming, singing and dancing. Another
highlight of Term Two was our senior music assembly
where the audience was dazzled by the rocking
recorders, marvellous marimbas, inspiring instrumentalists
and sizzling singing.
Our amazing choir, The Hawthorn Hummers started the
year off by performing at an Indonesian restaurant in the
city, where they entertained guests from Indonesia and
members of the Indonesian consulate. It was a great
experience for us all. We then had the special honour of
performing at our school ANZAC Service and then at our
senior music assembly. In Term Three, we performed at
Burswood Theatre in front of over two thousand guests,
lighting up the stage with our beautiful faces, voices and
shimmering lights. Later in the year, we are looking
forward to performing at the school fair and the end of
year music concert singing some of Mrs Hardman’s old
favourites.
At Burswood, the talents of Mt Hawthorn were also
highlighted by the awesome orchestra, led by Mrs
Symmington. They performed with clarity and precision
and made us all proud. All the time and hard work spent
on rehearsing your pieces both at home and at the
orchestra camp paid off.
Many of the soloists at Burswood were from Mt
Hawthorn and received huge applause from the crowd
due to their courage and sheer talent. Congratulations to
Harriet Finlay, Harry Broun, Clancy Davidson, Griffin
Lombardo and Nicholas Ho for sharing your talents.
Remember us when you’re famous!

Excursion, Korean Visitor and Assembly

Year 3 Room 10

At the beginning of Term 2 all of the Year 3 classes went on an excursion to a Buddhist temple
in Nollamara. We learnt a lot from our guide, Mr Sykes. He talked to us about how Buddhism
started, the rules Buddhists follow and their beliefs. After listening to Mr Sykes we had recess
and then went to another room to meditate. It was very relaxing and interesting.
During Term 2 our class, Room 10, had a Korean teacher stay with us for 6 weeks. His name
was Mr Lee. He taught us about Korean food and games. Mr Lee helped us with our class
work and also helped at our music lessons. We taught him how to kick a football and how to
speak English. We were very sad when it was time for him leave.
In Term 3 we performed our
assembly item to the junior
school. It had an Aboriginal
theme. We created an
Aboriginal dance, which we
did altogether. Some people
spoke
about
famous
Aboriginal people and then
the other students performed
a Dreamtime story that we
had read in class called,
“How The Birds Got Their
Colours”. We were very
excited and enjoyed doing
our assembly. Mrs Kalebic
was very proud of us.
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OOO

The Mt Hawthorn Band has been working hard all year
under the guidance of Dale Pointon, who is now in
America on a music scholarship, and Nikki Turner, who
is our highly acclaimed percussion teacher. The band
performed brilliantly at the Band Festival and received a
brilliant report, complimenting each section of the band.
Congratulations on your success. We look forward to
hearing you at the fair and end of year concert. Many of
the band students also played at our music assembly,
demonstrating a high level of accomplishment in their
chosen instruments and inspiring the younger students of
the school.
Once again, Mt Hawthorn participated in Music: Count
Us In. We joined over 500 000 students from across
Australia singing this year’s rock song. All in all, it’s been
a great year, leaving no doubt that Mt Hawthorn…
we’ve got the music! O O O

Book Week Stars

Year 4 Room 17

The Australian Book Council theme for Book Week 2011 was “One
World Many Stories” and the Year 4 classes celebrated with hand art. The
hands cover the library windows and were a record of all our favourite
characters, awesome authors and fantastic reads. In class room 17
celebrated the week with the “Drop Everything and Read” program with
sudden DEAR stops throughout the week. Mrs Miles read the book “Just
a Dog” and we all cried when marvellous Mr Mosely, the dog, died.
Our “Entertainment News” topic for the week was a book report and the
Fantastic 4’s delighted and entertained the audience with their reports.
Friday was a day of stars with a 'dress as your favourite character' theme
and attendance at the Year 7 book-week designer assembly that
delighted us all.
Room 17 love reading and keep a reading record with the aim of
reaching 200 school days of reading. So many are on track for this
Fantastic4 goal. Luckily for us all, the very next week was the Book Fair
in the library and a chance to support the school and READ! READ!
READ! O O O

Canteen

Parent Power
Library

Cyber Safety

Year 7's also shared their knowledge and expertise of cyber safety and
their strongest recommendations were;
• don’t trust someone you don’t know on the internet.
• don’t accept people as friends on the net who you don’t know.
• use strong passwords.
• know websites that you are entering.
• work with parents and seek their permission.
Finally the Year 4 children made outstanding posters highlighting the
virtues of cyber safety. O O O

Football Fever 

Physical
Education

Art & Design

Benvenuti Alla Nostra Classe
Signora Delia Curetan
D’Italiano

Year 3-7 Students have been learning about traditional customs, the
contribution and influence Italian people, products and cuisine have
made all over the world.
Living creatures in their
natural habitat has also
been a very popular topic.
Come and Join in the Fun
with us…..Arrivederci, a
presto! O O O

Year 4 Room 13

The children in Room 13 have learnt a great deal about the need to be
cautious and vigilant when using the internet. After watching the on-line
presentation, “Hector’s World”, which highlighted the need for cyber
safety, the children were made more aware of being careful sharing
personal information on the World Wide Web. The children learnt that a
recommended course of action would be to seek the help and advice of
adults before posting information on the net.

Year 4 Room 12

This year has been a
very exciting year for
the students in Room
12.
Our
greatest
highlight was that we
were 1 of 10 classes
throughout the state to
participate in the
Ultimate
Football
Classroom Experience
at Patterson Stadium.

It was amazing! We
spent the whole school day at Patterson Stadium where we were
officially greeted by Mark Harvey from the Dockers. This was followed
by teamwork games, where groups had to come up with their own
team name and team song. The kids really shone with fabulous ideas
and lots of enthusiasm. After this we went outside to the stands and did
some great math activities, estimating how many people the ground
could hold and what length the goal posts were.
After morning tea in one of the very special guest boxes we all went for
a tour of the stadium and walked to the very highest point of the
ground – the Eagles and Dockers must look like tiny ants from up this
high. We were then privileged to visit the AFL Hall of Fame with photos
of such stars as John Worsfold and Polly Farmer.
The tour also included a sport session on the ‘hallowed turf’. We were
only one of three classes to ever be invited here. We kicked, marked
and ran like true champions.
After all this excitement and exercise we were treated to a healthy
lunch, all provided by the West Australian Football Commission. This
was followed by a drama session were students had to act out a tribunal
case – they really did take on their roles like true professionals.

(Welcome to our
Italian Class)

Then, when we thought it couldn’t be any greater an experience, the
ultimate highlight, we were able to see our amazing Eagles during a
closed training session – all our favourites were there – Nic Nat, Kerr,
Pridus and the list goes on. It was from everyones point of view the very
best excursion ever! O O O
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Scitech Visit

Year 5 Room 14

In August, all Year 4 and 5 classes visited Scitech to celebrate Science
Week. We started our visit in the Exhibition area where we put our skills
to the test to solve puzzles and to figure out how to operate some strange
new machines. Some children put their detective skills to the test to
solve some intriguing make-believe crimes.
In the second part of our visit we entered the Planetarium to embark on
a voyage of discovery of the Solar System. We were given a close up
view of our neighbouring planets and a taste of what is beyond. What
an intriguing universe we live in. A fabulous day was had by all and it
whet our appetites for the science studies
ahead in Term 3 on ‘Space’. O O O




Pull-apart Day
By Asha, Year 5 Room 15

On Thursday the 15th of September Room 15 had a ‘pull apart day’ with
Mr Pearson. We all got an object like a radio, CD player, DVD player,
keyboards, and phones to pull apart. My partner, Makenzie, brought in
speakers and a radio/CD player and I brought in a phone.

Our P&C 

Justine Daly, President

Our P&C is a voluntary organisation and is your opportunity to have a
voice and participate in the education of your children. With the
support of many volunteers from the school community, the P&C
provides amenities and services for our children, and the income from
your voluntary contributions and from fund-raising throughout the
year (such as the family festival, Mathathon, discos and the quiz night)
is used to enhance the facilities and learning environment of the
school. This may be in the form of resources for the school, books for
the library, an excellent five-day-a-week canteen service, the uniform
shop, support for incursion learning programs such as Safety House
and Bluearth, resources for the Education Support Centre, or through
improvements to the physical environment of the school.
In 2011 the P&C identified the twin priorities of installing refrigerated
air conditioning throughout the junior primary school and interactive
whiteboards or e-beams throughout the senior primary school. We
are well on the way to realising these objectives, with a number of
units installed already.
The grounds committee has also been busy with new trees planted
along the oval boundary and limestone works completed in the upper
quadrangle. The busy bee sundowners were well attended and very
productive, as well as being a great social gathering for parents and
children alike.
Of course, the Family Festival was a highlight of the year and a huge
success, thanks to the hard work and dedication of many people. The
money raised has already been directed to capital projects around the
school.
Looking forward, we will be working closely with the school and the
School Board as we transition to being an Independent Public School.
With the ongoing growth the school has experienced in the last few
years we will be looking at how we can assist in accommodating
increased numbers while still preserving play space on the campus.
New faces are always welcome and any contribution that you can
make will be much appreciated.
Have a safe and happy holiday season.

Open Day
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We pulled apart the phone first. It was easy because everything was only
glued together; it was a Nokia that my Dad dropped in the sink with the
vegies. We found the camera and the screen. It was really fascinating
when you look up close at it. Next we pulled apart the radio/CD player
and it was really cool because we saw how the CD goes in and attaches
to everything when you spin it. As we
went down we saw a plastic shield and I
had to get the hammer and WHACK! It
opened, luckily Makenzie had already
made a crack so it split open easily. When
you look inside it looks like this photo (see
above). The wires were all different
colours and mini batteries looked like
beads! When Makenzie and I opened the speakers it was hollow but
there was a huge magnet about the size of a vegemite lid. Sophie kept it
and Makenzie kept the other.
After we finished we came inside and Mr Pearson shared some
information with us about ‘DANGER’. He talked about lights; they have
240 volts that can KILL! The stove and the TV are much stronger. He also
said the most common object to burn a house down is a phone charger
or adapter. And if you’re going to touch a light switch with wet hands
wear rubber thongs or soles. Today was a great day and I learnt a lot.



By Nathan, Year 5 Room 15

On the 15th of September we had Pull Apart Day. My partner was Harri.
Harri and I pulled apart a Toshiba DVD player it was really simple apart
from when we had to find the second motor. We found the adapter,
motor, transformer, resistor, and the compactor. We also found the little
disk thing that spun around there was magnets to help it spin. It was also
attached by wired screws. Mr P gave us a huge battery and alligator clips
to start the motors up; it took a long time to pull everything apart. Now
we know what is in a Toshiba DVD player and where the motors are and
how the DVD comes out and goes in.
We had to talk about safety and rules. I brought in a screw driver kit for
me and Harri and my parents came to supervise us. I also brought safety
goggles to protect my eyes in
case I had to smash something.
We did it on this huge mat. We
took about 100 screws out. At
the end of the day I found a
LED light and we connected it
with a battery and it worked but it wasn’t that bright because it was old
and dying. O O O

Asian Banquet

By Isabella, Year 6 Room 18

Tuesday 15th of March was the perfect day to have an Asian banquet,
and that’s just what Mt Hawthorn Primary’s Year 6’s did. The school’s
normal computer lab was transformed into a fine dining experience
filled with sweet and savoury dishes from 31 different countries of Asia.
Students picked their groups and were in charge of setting up their own
tables with interesting centre pieces, exotic tablecloths, colourful
nametags and anything else they thought was essential. All 61 students
dressed in their fabulous costumes crammed into the tiny buffet and sat
down to enjoy the magnificent feast. There were too many dishes for
one's appetite and everyone left with a full belly.

The Association Cup
In Term 1 the Year 6 and 7 students tried out for the Mount Hawthorn
basketball teams that would be entered in the Association Cup. There
were two teams for each year level. The teams trained once a week for
45 minutes to get ready for the Association Cup. This year all of the teams
performed exceptionally well with our Year 7 boys winning the finals.
Go Mount Hawthorn!

OOO

Even Mr. Mackesey made a guest
appearance! Laughter, smiles and
excitement filled the room until
12:30 and most dishes were
devoured in the blink of an eye. By
the end of the banquet every single
person was full and satisfied from
this fine dining experience. O O O

Year 6 Public Speaking
Competition and Poetry Recital
Night!
By Imogen, Year 6 Room 19
On the 29th of June this year, selected Years 6’s went head to head in
a tough and challenging competition, to see who could deliver the
best speech. Tylah Hubbard took out the title with an amazing speech
on "How to Give a Public Speech"! Indira Savoury placed 2nd with an
out-of-this-world talk on Doctor Who and Mia Judkins came close
behind in 3rd place with an electrifying and thrilling speech on
Douglas Mawson’s epic survival story.
A week earlier, all the students competed in their classes. Each student
wrote, dressed up and performed their speech on a topic of their
choice. Some crazy but brilliantly unique subjects were:

Paper & Battery Recycling
by Chloe, Year 5 Room 24


The students in Mr. Thompson’s classroom are responsible for the paper
recycling programme in 2011. Together we are helping to reduce the
amount of rubbish that goes into our landfill. Once a week we each
collect classroom bins and take them down to the big recycling bin at the
bottom of the school and return it to the classroom. We are in charge of
all of the classrooms here at Mt Hawthorn Primary School, from
Kindergarten right through to our Year 7’s. We also look after the
recycling bins in the art room, music room and library. We have three
bins in the Administration building. The big recycling bin at the bottom
of the school is collected once a week on a Tuesday. We believe that we
are making a big difference and doing our part for the environment.



•

Mythical Creatures by
Isabelle Nunn

•

The Snuggie by Rosie
Maely

•

Rollercoasters by Madison
Hyland, and

•

Birthday by Ari Gillespie

We all enjoyed watching the
different speeches and how
people presented them. I might just
take a few tips from Tylah for my next public speech.
Students also showed off their fabulous speaking skills with a Poetry
Recital Night on Tuesday the 20th of September. All Year 6 students
and family members gathered in the undercover area at 6.00pm. Each
of us recited our favourite poem that we had written in class. Our
parents, teachers and Mr. Mackesey thoroughly enjoyed our
performances, and were amazed by our talents. Afterwards we had
drinks and nibbles. It was a great fun night. O O O

by Ciara, Year 5 Room 24

The students in Year 5 are in charge of the battery recycling program. The
bin is currently located in the Harbeck Centre. We do not want batteries
to go into normal bins because normal bins go to landfills. We do not
want the batteries to go to landfills because the batteries contain an acid
that is extremely bad for the environment. The batteries that go in the
container are taken away by the Town of Vincent. We believe that this is
essential to the saving of the environment. Please help us and bring your
batteries to the bin in the Harbeck. O O O
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In the Artroom

In the art room students have been
experimenting with a wide range of
mediums to expand and develop their
love of art, and all that is creative. We
dived head first into Term 1, creating
wonderful banners for Harmony
Week. We investigated different forms
of collage and painting techniques
and used a variety of mediums to
create one banner for each class. Year
1 started close to home with three
fantastic banners featuring different
aspects of Bali. Following on through
the year levels Singapore, India,
Thailand, China, Vietnam, Japan
and Indonesia were depicted.
To ensure that Visual Arts is
immersed across the curriculum,
many projects evolve from class
themes. The children in year four
had a visit from Bunnings and
constructed tool boxes. Using
there knowledge of artists they
were able to paint their boxes in the styles of Ken
Done, Kandinsky and Mondrian. The end results were fantastic.
All years have looked at printmaking at different levels, with simple hand
prints in Year 1 up to some very creative lino prints in Year 6 and finally
amazing 3 print silk screened cushions produced by the Year 7's. With a
brand new kiln in the art room the children have had a wonderful time
creating, experimenting and developing a range of skills and techniques
using clay.
A highlight of this year will be the fete in November. To this end we have
been very busy working together to create one art work per class which
will be auctioned. The results, to date, have been amazing with beautiful
translucent leaves creating a lovely canopy of tress in Pre Primary through
to funky deck chairs in the styles of Mondrian and Andy Wahol.

The Hawthorn Hummers


By Maggie, Harriet and Michael, Year 7

Mount Hawthorn has a wonderful choir program. The choir is called the
“Hawthorn Hummers’ and is conducted by Mrs Katie Hardman. Every
year, the choir performs at the school ANZAC ceremony, the WAGSMS
concert at the Burswood Theatre and the end of year Finale Concert, as
well as occasional performances. The choir has a total of 90 students
from Years 4 to 7. Every student in the choir looks forward to their
weekly rehearsals. O O O

Tennis Clinic and Tournament


By Matt and Molly, Year 7

Mrs Kenny and Mrs Putt arranged a Tennis Clinic run by Leederville
Tennis Club, to help prepare the students for the tournament. The
tennis clinic was a great way to get out and play tennis and get the
students to practise and improve their tennis skills.
The tennis tournament is an annual event at Mt Hawthorn from Years 4
– 7, and this year it has been a great success. The students competed
during recess and lunch time to travel to the grand final. The competition
was organised and run by Mrs Fletcher and the Year 7 students. O O O
Year 6

A big thank you goes out to all of you for bringing your enthusiasm and
talent to the art room, and being ready to take up the many challenges
offered to you. O O O
Year 4
Year 5

Year 7

Our School Council Michael Jenkin, Chair
Mount Hawthorn Primary School and the Mount Hawthorn Education
Support Centre were successful in their bid to be accorded Independent
School status (IPS). Starting in January 2012, the schools will operate
under the new IPS arrangements. Essentially this gives the schools
more flexibility in terms of staffing and the ability to make local
decisions about how resources are used at the campus. The Primary
Schools and the Support Centre already have a close and harmonious
relationship and this will only be strengthened and enhanced by the
opportunities that IPS status offers.

Awesome Art Class


By Tess, Emma and Ciara, Year 7

Mt Hawthorn offers art lessons once a week for each class. Recently a
new art room has been built featuring new resources including a kiln
and smart board. A variety of materials are also used for the
construction of many wonderful exhibits of art work by the students of
M.H.P.S. This is Mrs Edmiston’s first year at this school and we already
have done an amazing variety of art work, including banners for a
variety of Asian countries. We are currently working on a piece of work
that is going to be auctioned at this year's School Fair. O O O
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Your School Council helped to prepare the IPS application and has
been working hard to prepare for the changes that IPS status will bring.
In a nutshell the Council will become a Board and will help to shape
priorities at the campus as well as give broad strategic direction. It is
not the role of the Board to get involved in the day to day running of
the schools. Rather the role is to set key directions and then to monitor
how the schools are going in achieving those goals. The Board will also
help shape school policies and review and endorse the Annual Plans
and Budgets of the Schools.
Given the close relationship between the schools at the campus, it has
been decided that one Board will service both schools. Expressions of
Interest will be called for shortly for the 2012 Board – so if you are
interested in getting involved – Watch this space. O O O

Don’t Forget SEPEP


By Griffin and Harvey, Year 7

The Year 6’s and 7’s take part in SEPEP. The students organise their team names and
uniforms. Volleyball is the sport that they take part in. This develops their team skills and
volleyball talent.
The Years 7’s set up and
umpire on and off each
week. In the other weeks
they play.
SEPEP is a great addition
to the schools sport
program. All of the kids
love it and the teachers
do too! O O O

Hockey Action


Family Festival
School Fair
By Lily & Lorraine, Year 7
Every second year we have a fair at Mt Hawthorn
Primary.This is a great opportunity for our community
to get together and have fun. There are all sorts of
exciting things to do, such as stalls, entertainment,
games, rides, food, auctions and prizes to be won.The
fair is in term 4, Saturday November 12, 2011 1:00 PM
- 7:00 PM. The fair is a huge fundraiser and is run by
the P&C. In 2009 they raised approximately $50,000.
This year we are hoping to raise as much as last year
to buy different appliances for the school. Everyone is
welcome to come along and have a good time at the
Family Festival School Fair. O O O

By Griffin and Harvey, Year 7

Since 2005 the UWA Hockey Club has conducted a hockey program at Mt Hawthorn
Primary School for all children in years 1-3 during Term 1. From 2008 the UWA Hockey
Club sourced teams from primary schools to play in an informal inter-club competition for
school Years 1 & 2 and Years 3 & 4. This has proved very successful for the Mt Hawthorn
students and parents. Teams train within the school grounds once a week. Games are
played at either McGillivray Sports Park or Perry Lakes Reserve on a Saturday morning
commencing in Term 2.
The program has grown
over the years mainly due to
the support of the Mt
Hawthorn
Parent
Community. This year we
fielded 4 teams, a total of 48
players. The J1/2 groups
were coordinated by Sally
Wright and the J3/4 groups
were coordinated by Fiona
Miotti. O O O

J3/4 2009 team

Our Fantabulous String
Orchestra

By Annie, Year 7

The orchestra program at Mount Hawthorn is a great way to showcase the
musical talent our kids have. This year we had our very first camp at Point
Walter to prepare for the Burswood Concert in Term 3. This camp was all
about striving for perfection, but also about enjoying games and activities
like the flying fox. We also had a quiz night. This camp, and all the
rehearsals we have on Wednesday mornings, resulted in our orchestra
and conductor, Mrs Symmington, bringing the house down on the night
of the Burswood performance. O O O

Increasing in Size

By Bryce and Lyndon, Year 7

This year, the band has been one of the highlights at Mt Hawthorn.
Students from Year 5, 6 and 7 have worked very hard to become the band
it is today. The band is something to enjoy and have fun with, but it also
requires a lot of time and effort. Students from Jolimont and Kyilla Primary
are also a part of our band and attend band practice every Monday
morning. We are very excited for the upcoming concerts in Term 4. Our
conductors have led us to the band festival and have helped improve our
playing throughout the year. O O O
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The Year 7 Students Get Innovative! 

Matt and Molly, Year 7

This year Mt Hawthorn Primary School has introduced a Technology and Enterprise competition called The
Young Innovator of 2011. The Year 7 students have been busy devising their own new products based on
an Australian primary product. Throughout the competition they were required to complete a series of tasks
to help in the making of their product. These tasks include market research, scientific investigations,
advertising and many more. The winners this year were Hannah Hall, Lily Cocks and Tess Dour O O O

A Day at Fremantle 

Libby and Karolina, Year 7

The Year 7 students had the opportunity to visit yjr Fremantle Literature Centre and the Maritime
Museum. Our year 7's had the opportunity to have a guided tour of the HMS OVENS submarine and also
half an hour at the museum. At the Fremantle Literature Children’s Centre we discussed a book titled I Am
Thomas by Libby Gleeson. The activities we did around this book stretched our imagination to the limits.
It was a fantastic experience! We had a wonderful day out! O O O

Mount Hawthorn Primary
School P&C Association Inc.
For all those parents and friends new
to the school or those wanting to
know a little about how it all works
here is a snapshot of your P&C.
Affiliation to the P&C is through a
$1.00 annual subscription at the AGM.
This gives you voting rights but is not
compulsory. The Executive members
are nominated and elected at the AGM
held in the first term each year.
The P&C Executive reports to the
general P&C meeting and liaises with
school executive and teaching staff in
the coordination of the P&C affairs
and joint projects.

Camp was Great Fun 

Highly energised sub-committees
conduct the majority of works
delivered by the P&C and report to
the Executive through a nominated
convenor.

Charlotte and Hannah, Year 7

Every year the Year 7 students head to Ern Halliday for a three day camp. The camp is planned early in the
year to give the students the opportunity to get to know each other and bond as a group. This year the Year
7’s really enjoyed camp and it was even better than they expected. They participated in many challenging
activities such as Archery, Lost Pilot, Abseiling, Flying Fox, Big Swing, Caving, Surf Life Saving and Team
Activities. The last night of camp is always the highlight. It is where the Year 7’s get to hold a camp concert
and they all perform various acts. Afterwards they head to a campfire where they roast marshmallows while
singing songs. On the last day they walked to ‘The Great Escape’ where they played Wacky Golf and ate
lunch. Afterwards they had an icy-pole before heading to AQWA. Camp is always a great way to start Term
3 and a highlight of Year 7. O O O

Canteen — operates 5 days per week
and is run as a commercial
operation. Volunteers also help at
busy times.
Fund-raising — many events over the
year. Footy tipping will be back in
2011 and the major fund-raising
event will be the biennial fair in
November.
Grants — liaison with the school to
bid for funds to support school
projects and improvements to
grounds and amenities.
Grounds — watch out for busy bees
and continuation of the grounds
planting plan in 2012.
Safety House — Safety House always
in demand and integral part of
student awareness program.
Uniforms — added support in this
area for 2012 would be fantastic.
We are always looking for people who
have something to contribute so keep
the following 2012 dates in mind:

Rottnest Day Trip 

Nina and Elise, Year 7

In Term 1, the Year 7 students took a boat to Rottnest to spend the day there.
We did many different activities including, catching and learning about the sea monkeys, listening to the
history of Rottnest and exploring the war history and the guns. It was very enjoyable and everything we
learnt was absolutely amazing and we treasured the moments that all the Year 7 students spent together.
We will always remember it! O O O
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Term 1

13 Feb (AGM)

Term 2

30 April

Term 3

30 July

Term 4

29 October

Goodbye
and
good luck to
all our
Year 7's!

